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The treatise mainly explores the painting theory of Wei, Jing, South&North
Dynasties. Because they play an important part in the development of Chinese
painting theory, deciding the basic feature and category of Chinese painting theory,
so it is essential to study them. In the first chapter, research situation of this period
will be first introduced, and our research idea will be proposed. In the chapter two,
the brief introduction of painting theory of pre-Wei, Jing, South&North Dynasties
will be formed by the overall understanding of the painting, the understanding of
painters& evaluation of the painting, function of painting and essence of art. The
third chapter is the main part of this article. After the brief introduction to the
paintings of this period ， painting method ， painting evaluation and painting
identification will be our road to explore this painting theory. On the painting
method, we believe that the empirical and fragmental painting theory of Wei, Jing,
South&North Dynasties have been changed into holistic, theoretical and systematical
form. To explain the "painting six laws", we find the read and the order of "painting
six laws" and it's explanation are all related, and put forward our understanding to
"painting six laws". For paining evaluation, it is clear that a fragmented painting
evaluation is transformed into a systematical painting evaluation. In addition, a new
understanding to the argument related to Gu kai zhi between Xie he and Yao zui is
given. To painting identification, we believe that the moral-function of painting has
been set in this period; however, it began to deviated, which is a real matter to
Chinese painting theory.
In our exploring to the painting theory of Wei, Jing, South&North Dynasties,
some questions should be paid to attention to. First, why does the moral-function of
painting prevail? Second, why are the portraits the mainstream of the paintings in
this period? Third, some questions about landscapes should be explored, which form
the chapter four. In the Chapter five, the summary on the above studys will be given,














complexity and tendency, and advocate that the category of painting should be
explored in a historical mode.
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